ABSTRACT Plant classification is a science that is used to assess the quality of forest resources and has been studied extensively. In this paper, we proposed a novel convolutional neural network known as the Fourier Dense Network (FDN) which is a data-driven method to classify the optical aerial images of plants. To efficiently classify plants, the FDN learns and extracts the features of plants in time and frequency domains from the optical images captured using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). In FDN, we designed a fast Fourier dense block (FF-dense block) that describes the features of the plants by using the magnitude and phase information in the frequency domain. Moreover, we used a transition layer to reduce the dimension of feature maps between two FF-dense blocks in the time domain. The primary contributions of this study are as follows: (1) an FF-dense block that considers frequency information and transfers the information into various layers of a block was designed; and (2) the characteristics between the time and frequency domains were repeatedly extracted and combined to more effectively describe the characteristics of tree species. To evaluate our study, we established a novel dataset comprising the UAV-based optical images of plants-vegetational optical aerial image dataset-for conducting plant classification and information retrieval. The dataset contains more than 21 863 images of 12 plants. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest publicly available dataset of the UAV-based optical images of plants. The experimental results demonstrated that the FDN can achieve state-of-the-art performance in terms of plant classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Forest is one of the crucial ecosystems on the Earth and has many important functions, such as climate regulation, water conservation, and biodiversity conservation. In the past two decades, human activities have destroyed forests and rapidly reduced the natural forest cover. Automatic vegetation recognition has attracted considerable interest in terms of evaluation and monitoring of forest resources. Plant classification is a critical aspect in the recognition but is challenging. Identifying plants in a cluttered background is complicated and difficult because numerous factors such as plant morphology, growing situation, and staggering vegetation affect the appearance and distribution of a plant.
Field investigation is a conventional approach that requires expert knowledge and experience, and information pertaining to vegetation, such as plant morphology, number of plants, and distribution of plants, is collected during field investigation. Although this method can obtain vegetation information with high accuracy, there are some limitations. For example, the method is time consuming, and a large number of people are required even for investigating a small area to expedite the investigation process. Within the last two decades [1] - [3] , many studies have proposed various methods, which involve devices equipped with different sensors, to automatically identify plants. Among these methods, two approaches-remote sensing and airborne-based approaches, are widely used. The same sensors, such as multispectral sensor, hyperspectral sensor, laser radar, and optical camera, can be used for both approaches to obtain data, but the sensors are installed on different devices. The primary difference between these approaches is the devices used, and the distance between the device and the ground. In remote sensing approaches, satellites are used as sampling devices, which are more than dozens of kilometers away from the ground. The airborne-based approaches use unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which are a few kilometers from the ground. Although remote sensing approaches can be used to quickly investigate the vegetation information of a large area, their sampling rates are low and the qualities of their sampling data are easily affected by atmospheric conditions. Compared with remote sensing approaches, airborne-based approaches can be used flexibly and can obtain detailed vegetation information by hovering at a low altitude.
Most existing studies have focused on using spectral information as the sampling data for plant classification. In one of these approaches, models with multispectral information are constructed to reveal the characteristics of each plant in various spectral bands [4] , [5] . Although multispectral data can provide 4-8 bands to present vegetation information, hyperspectral data further provide multiple and narrow bands with abundant information [6] . Such models usually use different wavelengths with various classifiers, such as support vector machines (SVM), random forest, and Gaussian maximum likelihood, for plant classification. The models do not work appropriately when different tree species have similar wavelengths. Some other studies have focused on incorporating different information for plant classification. Texture information extracted from the multispectral or hyperspectral images is used to present vegetation information and can efficiently improve classification accuracies [7] , [8] . Moreover, these models/methods use various integrations with different resources. For example, the integration of multispectral imagery and LIDAR data [9] - [11] , the combination of hyperspectral imagery and LIDAR data [12] - [14] , and the integration of multispectral imagery, hyperspectral imagery, and LIDAR data [15] . Although these methods exhibit high performance on tree species classification, expensive devices have to be used to obtain the data. Thus, the aforementioned methods are not suitable to be used in different area.
In recent years, the convolutional neural network (CNN) has become a well-known technique and is used in various fields, such as object classification [16] , [17] , action recognition [18] , [19] , face recognition [20] , [21] , character classification [22] , sentence classification [23] , [24] , and plant identification [25] , [26] . Although some researchers have studied plant identification and classification, they only considered simple scenarios, such as leaf identification with a single leaf [27] , [28] , plant disease identification with a single leaf [29] , and plant identification with a single plant [30] .
In this study, we used a UAV equipped with an optical camera to obtain optical images (RGB images) of the complex vegetation distribution and designed a novel CNN-Fourier Dense Network (FDN)-that describes the characteristics of plants in both time and frequency domains for conducting plant classification. Compared with the method using spectral cameras, data collection by using the proposed method was relatively cheaper, and the method can be adopted for monitoring forest resources. FDN can achieve remarkably superior results than the state-of-the-art networks. To the best of our knowledge, no plant species dataset with UAV-based optical images has been created to date. This study is the first to capture UAV-based optical images of complex vegetation distribution for plant classification. The code and data are released at https://github.com/FAFU-IMLab/FDNs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the related literature. In Section III, the dataset containing the images of tree species obtained from UAV-based optical images is described. In Section IV, we introduce the proposed FDN for plant classification. Experimental results are presented in Section V, and Section VI presents the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Plant image recognition has attracted efforts in computer vision for many years, and many features and frameworks have been considered and designed to solve the problem related to plant recognition. Many studies in the research area of computer science and biosystem engineering have focused on plant recognition by using plant leaf images and general characteristics, such as geometry, shape, and texture.
The basic geometric features of a plant, such as diameter, physiological length, physiological width, leaf area, and leaf perimeter, can be further converted to different types of geometric features, such as aspect ratio, rectangularity, narrow factor perimeter ratio of the diameter, and perimeter ratio of the physiological length and width [31] . Although approaches, such as a probabilistic neural network [32] and k-nearest neighbors [33] , are sufficient for simple leaf recognition on the basis of these geometric features, they need accurate measurements of each leaf for training and testing, and do not perform well on leaves with complex appearances, such as serrate and compound leaves. Therefore, other feature extraction algorithms such as Elliptic Fourier descriptors [34] , active shape model [35] , [36] , and inner distance shape context [37] , [38] were proposed to describe leaf shape. The extracted information of leaves is taken as the plant characteristics to achieve plant image recognition. Leaf shape information can be efficiently used to distinguish between plants with different leaf appearances, but misclassification occurs in case of the staggered leaves. Texture is another popular plant feature that presents the structure of a leaf's surface. The Gabor filter [39] , local binary patterns [40] , discrete wavelet transformation [41] , [42] are the most commonly used techniques that use texture features to recognize plant leaves. However, a single feature cannot effectively describe plant characteristics; thus, many scholars have used a combination of features for plant identification, such as shape and color features [43] , texture and shape features [44] , [45] , and shape, color, and texture features [46] , [47] .
Deep learning, which learns features directly from raw data by using CNNs, has become a widely used technique in recent years and can replace the aforementioned classical techniques. Several well-known networks, such as AlexNet [16] , VGG [48] , GoogleNet [49] , [50] , ResNet [51] , and DenseNet [52] , are available. These networks have outstanding classification and recognition capabilities and have been widely used in computer vision. Some researchers have classified or recognized a plant by using some of these networks. For example, Lee et al. [27] , [28] used AlexNet to identify different plant species on the basis of their leaves, Zhu et al. [53] utilized VGG with 19 layers for feature extraction and used an SVM classifier for classification, Jeon and Rhee [54] modified the inception module based on GoogleNet, Sun et al. [55] captured images of plants in a natural environment by using a mobile phone and used ResNet with 26 layers for identification.
Although the aforementioned methodologies can be used for plant identification, some problems exist: (1) most of the datasets only contain single, isolated leaves, for example, the popular Swedish Leaf Dataset [56] , ICL dataset [57] , and Flavia dataset [32] ; (2) the backgrounds of the identified objects are very simple, which implies that most of the leaf images have a solid background; and (3) most previous studies have focused on the identification of individual leaves, and thus, their results cannot be applied to the real monitoring scenario, especially in the scenario of monitoring using UAVs. In aerial imagery, the distribution of vegetation is complex. For example, some plants are occluded by the other and have complex backgrounds, such as shadow, rock, and soil. In this study, we proposed FDN that extracts features of plants in both time and frequency domains for species classification. Moreover, we constructed a dataset comprising UAV-based optical images of 12 plants.
III. DATA MATERIAL
In this study, Longmen, Anxi County, China was considered as the study area, as presented in Fig. 1 . The permanent gully in Longmen poses a serious problem. Thus, vegetation information is required to determine the erosion status and support decisions for management. Two sampling areas are indicated using red and blue polygons in Fig. 1 ; the red and blue crosses in the figure represent the takeoff point of the UAV for the first and second samplings, respectively.
We used a UAV equipped with an optical camera to capture aerial images of the vegetation from a bird's eye view. The UAV was set to automatically trace an s-shaped path at four sampling flight altitudes-20, 30, 40, and 50 m. The spatial resolutions of the sampling flight altitudes were approximately 0.47, 0.90, 1.43, and 1.76 cm 2 , respectively. Moreover, we filtered the overlapping aerial images for each flight altitude to ensure that the collected aerial images are not redundant. In this study, the flight altitude was the distance between the sampling ground and the UAV.
Each aerial image consists of several types of tree species, there are three approaches to identify the objects (each tree species) in the image: (1) image segmentation, (2) objects detection (3) image classification. Regardless of the size of an object in an image, the technologies of image segmentation and objects detection can obtain the multiobjects in an image. In contrast, the methods of image classification take the whole image as the classification unit, and they aim to classify the whole image into one of the defined categories according to the main objective which occupies a large area in the image. In this study, we aim to design a deep convolutional netwok for plant image classification, and discuss the classification results with various sampling flight altitudes. Therefore, we constructed the vegetational optical aerial image (VOAI) dataset; the images were captured by the UAV at a low altitude and were used in the experiments to analyze the performance of various networks.
The process of establishing the VOAI dataset is presented in Fig. 2 . We first collected aerial images of the vegetation at the various sampling flight altitudes, as presented in Fig. 2(a) . Fig. 2 (a) presents an aerial image that is captured at the sampling flight altitude of 20, 30, 40, and 50 m. We generated a hand-made ground truth diagram to label the region for each tree species by using various colors on the basis of the distribution of tree species in the aerial images, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Then, the position of each tree species was indicated using various sizes of rectangles, as presented in Fig. 2(c) . The size and position of rectangles for each tree species is generated according to the hand-made ground truth image with the principle of minimizing the rectangular box, and they ensure the target tree species have the largest area in the rectangular box. Subsequently, each tree species was cropped from the images with the position on the basis of its corresponding rectangular area, as presented in Fig. 2(d) . Moreover, to ensure that high-quality images and an adequate number of images are present in the VOAI dataset for each tree species, we filtered out the cropped aerial images with a small size, ignored the tree species for which the number of cropped aerial images were less than 50, and set the maximum number of cropped aerial images to be 65 for each tree species. Finally, we normalized the size of each cropped image and re-cropped the cropped images to ensure that the images had a size of 224 × 224 (square-shaped cropped images), as presented in Fig. 2 
(e).
The VOAI dataset has 12 tree species: Adenanthera pavonina Linn. To enhance readability, we numbered each tree species on the basis of the aforementioned order and these numbers were presented after the name of the plants. The data distribution of the self-collected dataset-VOAI-is demonstrated in Table 1 . In Table 1 , the numbers of plant types at each sampling flight altitudes are various, because some tree species are staggered to others and they are obscured when derived from a bird's eye view with various altitudes Moreover, the growth conditions of each tree species is affected by the environment factors, such as wind, sunlight, and slope. Therefore, we conducted data augmentation to generate the VOAI dataset containing images captured at various sampling flight altitudes to increase the robustness of classifying capacity of the network. The VOAI dataset is composed of two parts, training set and testing set. In this study, we only applied data augmentation techniques to the training data including image mirroring and image rotation to enlarge the dataset. We used horizontal flip and vertical flip in the image mirroring and randomly rotated an angle ten times without repetition. We take 70% of the square-shaped cropped images of each tree species as the training data and apply the technologies of data augmentation to enlarge the training data. The rest of the square-shaped cropped images of each tree species are considered as the testing data. In Table 1 , the first and second numbers of each tree species are the numbers of square-shaped cropped images without and with data augmentation, respectively. Taking #0 tree species at 20 m flight altitude as an example, the first number of #0 tree species is 65 in which the number of the training data from the #0 tree species is 0.7 × 65 = 46 and the number of the testing data from the #0 tree species is 65− 0.7×65 = 65−46 = 19; the second number of #0 tree species is 617 in which the number of the training data from the #0 tree species is 0.7 × 65 + 0.7 × 65 × (2 + 10) = 46 + 46 × 12 = 46 × 13 = 598, where '2' and '10' are the factors of image mirroring and image rotation, and the number of the testing data from the #0 tree species is 65 − 0.7 × 65 = 65 − 46 = 19, the total number of #0 tree species with data argumentation is 598+19 = 617. There are 21,190 square-shaped cropped images for training. As some plants were obscured by other species at various altitudes, the number of the cropped aerial images of these tree species is less than 65 and some tree species could not be observed at certain sampling flight altitudes. The total number of squareshaped cropped images without and with data augmentation are 2,293 and 21,863, respectively.
Four critical issues were observed while classifying the tree species by using the UAV-based optical images: (1) the distribution of each tree species was staggered in the aerial images and mingled with that of few other tree species; (2) only the tree crown information could be obtained because the images were captured almost perpendicular to the ground; (3) compared with spectral images, which provide information of 10 to 100 bands, optical images only provide information of three channels (red, green, and blue); and (4) some tree species had similar appearances.
IV. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present the proposed CNN, FDN, for plant classification. FDN contains the proposed FF-dense block that extracts features present in the frequency domain. Moreover, FDN associates with the transition layer and reduces the feature map dimension in the time domain. By combining the time-and frequency-domain features a robust model can be generated to efficiently distinguish between plants. In the following sections, we first introduce the proposed FF-dense block. Then, we present the architecture of FDN.
A. FF-DENSE BLOCK
The frequency variation of an image can be presented as the discriminative feature in computer vision, and that has been considered in various research topics, such as face recognition, object detection, and image classification. In our study, we used data containing frequency information in the dense block to form an FF-dense block that can efficiently describe the features in the aerial images for conducting plant identification. The framework of the proposed FF-dense block is presented in Fig. 3 . There are three components in the FF-dense block-fast Fourier transform (FFT), dense block, and inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT).
The FFT is a popular method and has been widely used in various area. It has also been considered in the convolutional network to reduce the computational cost. Its characteristic of convolution which can be computed as products to accelerate the process of training and inference in the Fourier domain [58] . Different from accelerating the speed of training, we take the FFT as the feature extractor to generate the discriminative features for plant classification to improve the classification accuracy. Moreover, we use the dual framework with the parallel approach to extract the features from the feature maps which are decomposed from the FFT.
In the FF-dense block, we first used FFT to transform the date from the time domain to the frequency domain. The FFT is derived from the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) which states a 2D DFT of size M × N to be a sum of two 2D DFTs 
where R(µ, ν) and I (µ, ν) are a real and an imaginary parts, respectively. Eq. 1 is to evaluate the value for F(µ, ν) in the ranges µ = 0, 1, ..., M − 1, and ν = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. R(µ, ν) and I (µ, ν) present the characteristics of the signalmagnitude and phase. Then, we created a parallel structure to simultaneously execute two dense blocks. One dense block was to obtain the magnitude component, and the other was to obtain the phase component. Two residual blocks were designed in each dense block. Each residual block was designed as a ''bottleneck'' building block that has three convolutional layers with convolution kernel sizes of 1 × 1, 2 × 2, and 3 × 3. Finally, we integrated these components and conducted IFFT to transform the date from the frequency domain to the time domain. The forward propagation of FF-dense block can be expressed as,
where y is the output of a FF-dense block; W R and W I are the weights for R and I , respectively; F −1 is the operator of IFFT. The forward propagation considers the information of magnitude and phase which enhance the diversity of the extracted features and effectively improve the classification results. Moreover, the backpropagation in a FF-dense block can be presented as,
where L is the training loss, x is the input of a FF-dense block.
Due to x is decomposed as a real and an imaginary parts in the forward propagation, we have to separately derive a real and an imaginary part and summarize theirs gradients in the process of background propagation, Eqs. 3 and 4 is used to calculate the gradient for adjusting the network's weights in backpropagation. They are similar to the skip connection [51] which considers the input in calculating the gradient to overcome the problem of gradient when it is too small. Moreover, the proposed FF-dense block considers gradients from two streams, a real and an imaginary parts, which can efficiently backpropagate the gradient in backpropagation even when the gradient is small, and that can efficiently deal with the problem of gradient vanishing and ensure the stability of the network. There are two primary contributions of the FF-dense block: (1) we interactively trained the model in the time and frequency domains in both forward and backward procedures to generate a robust identification model and (2) we designed a parallel structure to use the two dense blocks simultaneously, which execute magnitude and phase, for increasing the information by learning.
B. FOURIER DENSE NETWORK
We proposed FDN that extracts and combines the characteristics of plants in the time and frequency domains. The network of FDN is presented in Fig. 4 . FDN has one input layer, one convolutional layer, four FF-dense blocks, three transition layers, and one classification layer that are indicated in orange, gray, green, blue, and purple colors, respectively, in Fig. 4 . The input layer receives the square-shaped cropped aerial images of each plant species from the VOAI dataset, and the convolutional layer has 64 convolutional kernels. The FF-dense block extracts features present in the frequency domain, but the extracted features have a high dimension. The transition layer can provide features in the time domain and reduce the dimension of the extracted features. The classification layer classifies the square-shaped cropped aerial images used for testing. The detailed configuration of the network framework is presented in Table 2 . Table 2 lists the specific parameters of FDN. The size of the image fed to the input layer is normalized to 224 × 224, and the first convolutional layer has a kernel of 7 × 7 with stride equal to two and the output kernel has a size of 112 × 112. Each FF-dense block contains different number of ''bottleneck'' building blocks depends on the depth of FDN. The transition layers comprise a convolutional layer with a kernel of 1 × 1 and an average pooling has a kernel of with stride equal to two. The classification layer is the end of the FDN, it had a global average pooling and attached a softmax classifier. Each ''conv'' layer presented in the table corresponds to the sequence BN-ReLU-Conv.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the performance of the proposed network, FDN, and demonstrate the comparison results of FDN and the state-of-the-art networks on the self-collected dataset with the benchmark and on the popular natural images dataset. First, we discuss the effectiveness of FDN with various number of layers. Then, we compare the performance of FDN with Inception-V2, ResNet-101, and DenseNet-121 for different sampling flight altitudes. Next, we present the identification accuracy of each plant when the various approaches are used. Finally, we demonstrate the robustness of FDN on natural images dataset. All the networks were trained using a stochastic gradient descent, the activation function was ReLU, the batch sizes were 32 and 128 for 600 epochs on the self-collected dataset and natural images dataset respectively, and the learning rate was set to 0.0001.
A. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF FDN WITH VARIOUS NUMBER OF LAYERS
CNN performance does not only depend on its network architecture but also on its depth. Therefore, we first present FDN with various number of layers when the VOAI dataset is used. To evaluate the effect of the network depth on the performance of the FDN, we analyzed three layers-17, 29, and 92 layers-at a sampling flight altitude of 20 m, as presented in Table 3 . In Table 3 , ''depth'' refers to the number of layers in each network, ''C10'' means that there are 10 types of plants, and the ''+'' symbol indicates the results obtained after conducting data augmentation (translation and mirroring). We used three performance indicators to evaluate the performance of FDN for different depths, including params, top-1, and top-5. Here, ''params'' represents the total number of parameters that are used in the network and presents the memory usage condition. The higher the value of params, the higher is the memory usage. Moreover, top-1 and top-5 error rates were used to evaluate the success of identification, the top-1 error rate was used to evaluate whether the predicted label with the highest probability is the expected label, and the top-5 error rate was used to evaluate whether the predicted labels with the top five highest probability values match the expected labels.
From Table 3 , it is evident that the deeper the network depth, the higher is the value of params. FDN-92 had the highest value of params but did not have the least test error rate for C10 and C10+ except top-1 error rate for C. Although the value of params for the FDN-29 was between the values for FDN-17 and FDN-92, it had the highest top-1 error rate for both C10 and C10+. Although the top-1 error rate of FDN-17 for C10+ was slightly higher than that of FDN-92, it has the least number of errors than the others. Moreover, the proposed networks, FDN-17, FDN-29, and FDN-92, had low top-5 error rates for both C10 and C10+.
All in all, FDN-17 had the lowest value of params and performed optimally for both C10 and C10+. However, the top-1 error rate of FDN-17 for C10+ was slightly higher than that of FDN-92.
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) demonstrate the training loss and testing accuracy of FDN with various layers at a sampling flight altitude of 20 m for C10+, respectively. As presented in Fig. 5(a) , FDN-17 had a low convergence rate at the beginning of training, and the convergence rate became stable after 500 epochs. By contrast, FDN-29 and FDN-92 had higher convergence rates than FDN-17. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the testing accuracy of FDN-17 was higher than those of FDN-29 and FDN-92 after 200 epochs and was stable after 400 epochs. Overall, although FDN-17 had the lowest convergence rate during training, it had the least memory usage. Moreover, the convergence rates were stable and identification was highly accurate.
To intuitively demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed network in plant classification, we take the visualizing technique [59] to present the intermediate results of FDNs. The visualizing results can present the capacity of feature extraction of networks. We randomly select an image from the VOAI dataset and present the visualization of this image in Table 4 . Table 4 is the visualization result of plant #1, the first column is the original image, the second, third and forth columns are the visualizing results which are randomly extracted from the first, second, and third transition layers of FDNs, respectively. The original image not only includes the target plant, but also the other plants. Therefore, we box the position of plant #1 with red. In Table 4 Table 3 and the quantitative comparison results shown in Table 4 both demonstrate that the FDN-29 has the worst accuracy and lowest capacity of feature extraction which are compared with FDN-17 and FDN-92.
B. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AT VARIOUS SAMPLING FLIGHT ALTITUDES
In our study, we used a UAV equipped with an optical camera to capture aerial images of vegetation at various flight altitudes. The captured images have different spatial resolutions at different flight altitudes; the spatial resolutions present the quality of aerial images that affect the performance of identification. Therefore, we analyzed the performance of various approaches by using the captured images to determine the effect of capturing images at different flight altitudes. In summary, the performance of various approaches was affected by the quality of the captured aerial images and the network structures. The proposed networks performed optimally at a sampling flight altitude of 20 m. In addition, the performance of the proposed network was superior to that of the state-of-the-art approaches at various sampling flight altitudes including 40 m.
C. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS ON VARIOUS NETWORKS
As presented in subsections V-A and V-B, we observed that the least top-1 error rates for each approach occurred at sampling flight altitudes of 20 and 40 m. However, the number of plants is different at these two altitudes (the details are described in Section III). To the best of our knowledge, the higher the number of tree species, the more difficult is the classification. Therefore, we only discus the plant classification capacity of each approach by analyzing the aerial images that are captured at sampling flight altitudes of 20 m in this subsection. Moreover, we compared the proposed networks with three state-of-the-art methods-Inception-V2, VOLUME 7, 2019 ResNet-101, and DenseNet-121-to demonstrate their performance when the VOAI dataset is used.
First, we presented the quantitative comparison results by using four indicators-Depth, params, top-1, and top-5-to assess the performance of the state-of-the-art networks, as presented in Table 5 . To compare Table 3 with Table 5 , the proposed FDNs (FDN-17, FDN-29, and FDN-92 ) not only had the shortest depth and the lowest number of parameters but also had the optimal top-1 and top-5 error rates for C10 and C10+. The top-1 error rate of FDN-92 for C10 was 12.77%, 16.66%, and 0.55% lower than that of Inception-V2, ResNet-101, and DenseNet-121, respectively. Moreover, the top-1 error rate of FDN-92 for C10+ was 7.78%, 11.11%, and 4.45% lower than that of Inception-V2, ResNet-101, and DenseNet-121, respectively. The lowest top-5 error rates of the compared methods for C10 and C10+ were 0.00% and 1.11%, respectively. All the error rates of the compared methods were higher than those of the proposed networks. Thus, the proposed FDNs have the optimal top-1 and top-5 error rates for C10 and C10+ except the top-1 error rate of FDN-29 for C10, which was only 0.28% higher than that of DenseNet-121 and the top-5 error rate of FDN-92 for C10, which was only 0.56% higher than that of DenseNet-121.
Moreover, the training loss and testing accuracy at each epoch when the self-collected dataset was used are presented in Fig. 7 . As presented in Fig. 7 , DenseNet-121 and Inception-V2 had a high convergence rate at the beginning of training, but their corresponding performance was not optimal. Although the proposed models (FDN-17, FDN-29 , and FDN-92) had lower convergence rates at the beginning of training compared with the other aforementioned methods, they had the highest testing accuracy after 100 epochs of training. Moreover, the accuracy began to stabilize after 400 epochs.
Furthermore, we generated a confusion matrix to present the classification accuracy for each plant when the various methods are used for C10+, as presented in Fig. 8 . Figs. 8(a), 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d) present the confusion matrixes of Inception-V2, ResNet-101, DenseNet-121, and FDN-92, respectively. The horizontal and vertical axes in Fig. 8 indicate the predicted class and actual class, respectively, and the numbers on each grid indicate the classification results of prediction.
As presented in Fig. 8, FDN -92 had optimal identification results for most tree species compared with Inception-V2, ResNet-101, and DenseNet-121. In particular, for eight, seven, and six plants, FDN-92 exhibited greater or equal accuracy than Inception-V2, ResNet-121, and DenseNet-101, respectively. Moreover, FDN-92 exhibited optimal accuracy for identifying five types of plants when compared with all methods simultaneously. The results of each plant species that had an accuracy of more than 80% were estimated. The number of tree species for which an accuracy of more than 80% was obtained when Inception-V2, ResNet-121, and DenseNet-101 were used was 4, 5, and 6, respectively. For eight tree species, FDN-92 exhibited an accuracy of more than 80%. FDN-92 had the highest number of tree species for which it exhibited an accuracy of more than 80%; it also had the highest number of tree species for which it exhibited the highest accuracy compared with Inception-V2, ResNet-121, and DenseNet-101.
Although FDN-92 had the lowest accuracy of 68.42%, its accuracy was 10.53%, 52.63%, and 10.53% higher than the lowest accuracy exhibited by Inception-V2, ResNet-121, and DenseNet-101, respectively. In the other words, FDN-92 did not exhibit an accuracy lower than 60% for any plant species. However, there exists a tree species for which Inception-V2, ResNet-121, and DenseNet-101 exhibited an accuracy lower than 60%.
Moreover, we demonstrate some confusing plant species of FDN-92 with visualizing technique, as shown in Table 6 . In Table 6 , the first and the last columns are the number of target plant species and that of the confusing plant species, respectively; the second column and the fifth columns are the orginal images of the target and that of the confusing plant species, respectively; the third and the fouth columns are the visualization results of second and that of the fifth columns respectively which are randomly extracted from transition layer 3.
In Table 6 , we observe that the target plant species are similar to the confusing plant species in appearance. In addition, their visualizing images which are extracted from FDN-92 in transition layer 3 are also similar. For example, the visualizing images of the target plant species #0 have the phenomenon of snowflakes, pieces and lines which is confusing with plant species #6 and #8; the target plant species #2 has a lot of line features in visualizing images which are similar to confusing plant species #6. Moreover, the target plant species #4, #5, #7 have similarity in both of appearances and extract feature maps. Therefore, these three plant species are easily confused with each other when classifying. These conditions make the FDNs do not perform well at these plant species which are compared to the rest of plant species. Fig. 9 presents a comparison of the efficiencies of all network variants. We trained the networks with varying layers for C10+ and presented their testing accuracies. The number of parameters was related to the number of layers. The deeper the layers, the larger was the number of parameters. The variants of inception were Inception-V1, Inception-V2, and Inception-V3, and the layers were 22, 46, and 48, respectively. The variants of ResNet were ResNet-17, ResNet-50, and ResNet-101, and the layers were 17, 50, and 101, respectively. The variants of DenseNet were DenseNet-21, DenseNet-63, and DenseNet-121, and the layers were 21, 63, and 121, respectively. As presented in Fig. 9 , although the accuracies of the variants of ResNet increased as the number of layers increased, the variants of ResNet had the lowest accuracies compared with those of the other networks. ResNet-101 had the largest number of parameters. As presented in Fig. 9 , the accuracies were not related to the number of layers, which implies that the deepest network did not have the highest accuracy. The accuracies of the variants of inceptions decreased as the number of layers VOLUME 7, 2019 (number of parameters) increased. Moreover, among FDNs and DenseNets, the lowest accuracies were observed for FDN-29 and DenseNet-63, with their layers between 17 and 92, and between 21 and 121, respectively.
As presented in Fig. 9 , the accuracies of the proposed FDNs-FDN-17, FDN-29, and FDN-92-were higher than those of the compared networks for number of layers. Moreover, the number of parameters of FDNs was less the 5 megabytes. Although the number of parameters of DenseNet-63 and DenseNet-21 were less than 5 megabytes, their accuracies were lower than those of the proposed FDNs.
Moreover, we take the metric κ to evaluate the classification accuracy of each network and it is calculated according to the following equations,
where p 0 and p e are calculated as follows,
where C is the number of plant species, n is the total number of images for testing, TP i refers to the images which belong to the i th plant species and be classified as i th plant species, S i is the number of images of the i th plant species for testing, P i is the number of images which are classified as i th plant species. The quantitative comparison results of various network with overall accuracy and metric κ are summarized in Table 7 . In Table 7 , the proposed networks have the best overall accuracy and the best metric κ which are superior to the existing methods.
In general, the FDN-92 significantly improved the classification accuracy of tree species compared with the other popular models specified. FDN-92 exhibited the highest overall classification accuracy and the highest classification accuracy for most types of plants.
D. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS ON NATURAL IMAGES DATASET
Comparing the aerial images with the natural images, their characteristics are various. Therefore, we conducted studies on the CIFAR-10 dataset without data augmentation to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed FDNs.
CIFAR-10 dataset has 10 classes including airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, and truck, each class has 5000 images for training and 1000 images for testing, the total number of image is 60000, the image size is 32 × 32. To import images with size 32 × 32, we adjust the frameworks of each network [51] , but maintain the number of layers. The rules of adjustment are: (1) the size of the first convolutional layer is set as 3 × 3 with stride 1, (2) removing the pooling layer(s) which is (are) associated with the first convolutional layer. The comparison results of each network on CIFAR-10 dataset are demonstrated in Table 8 .
In Table 8 , the proposed FDN-92 has the best performance of each class, which is superior to the top CNN methods except the cat class. Although, the cat's accuracy of FDN-92 is 2.5% slightly lower than that of DenseNet-121, it has the highest overall accuracy. The total accuracy of FDN-92 is 22.23%, 17.83%, and 5.37% higher than Inception-V2, ResNet-101 and DenseNet-121, respectively. Moreover, the proposed model has the best metric κ which is 24.7%, 19.8%, and 5.9% higher than Inception-V2, ResNet-101 and DenseNet-121, respectively.
All in all, the proposed model has a stable capability of classification for each class, it has the best overall accuracy and metric κ without using data augmentation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed a novel CNN known as FDN for plant classification. The primary concept of FDN is to use the time and frequency information in the CNN to efficiently learn and extract the features of plants. In FDN, we designed a FF-dense block consisting of three components-FFT, dense block, and IFFT-to learn the features of plants present in the frequency domain in the CNN. In the FF-dense block, we first conducted FFT to transform the input from the time domain to the frequency domain and disintegrate the input into two components-magnitude and phase. Then, the dense block was applied to these two components synchronously. Next, we conducted IFFT on these two components to transform the data from the frequency domain to the time domain.
In the experiments, we compared the performance of the proposed model, FDNs, with various popular methods by using the self-collected dataset. The proposed model exhibited the best classification accuracy for both top-1 and top-5 analysis with the shortest depth network and least number of parameters. The proposed model exhibited not only the highest overall classification accuracy but also high accuracy for classifying each tree species. Moreover, we further examine the models on the popular natural images dataset. The proposed model performs well and has the best accuracy compared with the top CNN models, its good classification capability demonstrates the robustness of the model.
In the future, we will extend the proposed framework to various technical fields, such as image segmentation and object detection, analyze the whole UAV images without segmentation, and apply the proposed FDNs on more natural images.
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